‘EXPLORE’ - Career Guidance program by ‘Envision India’ Eduservices was designed to
orientate students towards the world of work. Relevant information to the students at
the right time of the development cycle helps them move from crystallization of career
choices to specification and implementation. Informed career choices help them make
smart and correct choices that lead to success in life. One needs to take cognizance of
the fact that the aim of a career guidance program is not only to provide suitable career
choices but also to help an individual to increase self- awareness about his /her strength
and weaknesses and provide opportunity for assessment of aptitude and interests.
Relating one’s aptitude and interests to choice of subjects and streams can help one
carve out his/ her career path.

Objectives of the program:











To introduce the students to the world of work
To introduce them to the concept of Career development and maturity
To help them understand the importance of setting educational and Career goals
To help them relate occupational choice with Interest, Aptitude and Personal
style and provide an overview of the importance of each for success in any field
To provide an overview of common careers in different streams and scope
To analyze career trends with a national as well as a global perspective
To provide information on the study abroad options including info on SAT, ACT,
TOEFL, IELTS, application process , deadlines and preparation
To introduce them to goal setting and the importance of working the plan
To encourage clarification of doubts through intensive interactive session
To facilitate Self-analysis through Psychological assessment and provide options
to help make the correct choice

Sessions Conducted
The career guidance program comprised of 5 sessions and a career fair :
SESSION 1 : Career Orientation + interactive counseling session with students
SESSION 2 : Orientation + interactive counseling session with parents
SESSION 3 : Psychometric analysis of Aptitude and Interest
SESSION 4 : Communication of results and one to one follow up counseling

Final Event- CAREER FAIR on October 6, 2015

The career fair was organized for the students of IX to XII std. Class X students were a part of
‘EXPLORE’ – CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM. The program comprised of 5 sessions which was
followed by a career fair in the school auditorium and the gym area. The career fair was
inaugurated by the Principal, Mrs. Abha Sahgal alongwith Ms. Meenu Arora, the senior school
counselor and Mrs. Jyotsna Bharadwaj, Director Envision India Eduservices. Mrs. Abha Sahgal
and Mrs. Jyotsna Bharadwaj enlightened the students on the usefulness and relevance of
making correct career choices. Class IX to XII students, parents and teachers visited the career
fair interacted with various national and international universities. The list of participating
universities and institutes is as follows :

























UPES, DEHRADUN
ASHOKA UNIVERSITY
OP JINDAL UNIVRESITY
ICWAI
ANSAL UNIVERSITY
IILM
ISBF
IIAD
IIFM
PEARL ACADEMY
UNIVERSAL BUSINESS SCHOOL
COLUMBIA BUSINESS SCHOOL
MISSOURIE STATE UNIV, USA
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN
AFS INTERCULTURAL PROGRAMS, INDIA
DEAKIN UNIV, AUSTRALIA
SIM, GLOBAL EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA
SWISS SCHOOL OF TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY
UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL
HULT INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL
MONASH UNIV, AUSTRALIA
ADMIZZIONZ CAMPUZ
KAAISER GLOBAL EDUCATION












USA UNIV QUEST
IPC
JAMBOREE INDIA
EDUSKY
PROWISDOM GROWTH PVT LTD
TEST ROCKER
NGO-FEEDING INDIA
NGO-LAKSHYAM
NGO-GOONJ
INDIAN AIR FORCE

